
Year 5 Summer 1 Home Learning

By, you can choose from the range of tasks detailed below. You can do any of the
tasks to achieve the merits shown.

The focus is quality work, not just completing tasks quickly. Think carefully about the
presentation and content of your work to make sure you give your best to produce
work that you can be proud of.

History: Victorians

Science: Animals including Humans

Personal Development: Health and Wellbeing

Spanish: Food and Drink, Goldilocks and the Three Bears

Art: Textiles: Bayeux Tapestry

Music: Genre - Motown

Maths: Decimals and Geometry

English: William Shakespeare

Physical Education: Rounders

Choose a Victorian Invention.

Research and explore this
invention in detail to learn more

about it.

You could draw, collage, paint or
make a 3D version!

5 merits

Create and illustrate a poster
that shows the development of

a foetus in the womb, or the
growth and development of a
human from birth to old age.

Remember to add explanations
and additional information!

4 merits

Create a poster displaying
information and advice on a

chosen first aid method.

Think about how to show the
key information clearly.

4 merits

We love Languagenut!

Spend 30 minutes on
Languagenut practising the

vocabulary for Food and Drink.

3 merits

Create a paper weaving sample
using the under and over

technique.

Make it as colourful as you can!

4 merits

Write up the lyrics to ‘Dancing in
the Street’ by Martha & the

Vandellas and decorate them
with fitting images of the song.

3 merits

Go around the house and find
and record as many examples of

angles as you can.

Can you find acute, obtuse, right
angles?

Estimate how many degrees do
you think are in the angles?

3 merits

Choose one of William
Shakespeare’s plays and create a

story map. Display this story
map in whatever way you feel

would best represent the plots!
Get creative!

Use Youtube or books from a
library to study one of
Shakespeare’s plays.

5 merits

In rounders we need different
skills; batting, throwing, catching

and running.

Design a training activity to
improve one or more of these

skills.

4 merits


